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Rushden Town Council        
Matter 5 – Housing Allocations in Rushden and Higham Ferrers  
 
ISSUE – Whether the following housing allocations are soundly based, justified and  

deliverable 
 

EN28 Land East of the A6/Bedford Road, Rushden (450 dwellings) 
 
EN36 Former factory site, between 71 Oakley Road and 37-51 Washbrook Road, Rushden 

(10 dwellings)  
 
EN37 Rectory Business Centre, Rushden (35 dwellings)  
 
 
 
 
Q1.  Are the housing allocations appropriate and justified in light of the potential 

constraints, infrastructure requirements and adverse impacts? 
 

RTC Response:  
 

1. We provide the Town Council’s response to the three proposed allocations in 
Rushden separately below:  

 
EN28 Land East of the A6/Bedford Road, Rushden (450 dwellings) 
 

RTC is generally supportive of this proposed allocation.  

RTC is supportive of the relocation of the ‘sports hub’ to this site.  

It considers that Policy EN8 (The Greenway) should be referred to in Policy EN28 
given that the Policies Map identifies the ‘Aspirational Connections’ of the 
Greenway running through the northwest area of the site. This scheme should 
help deliver this connection.  

Whilst it is appreciated that the site can come forward independently of the 
Rushden East SUE it is important that the masterplanning and delivery of this site 
and the SUE are coordinated and planned holistically.  

Under clause ‘d’ of the policy we consider that it should be made clear that the 
“pedestrian and cycle connection” are not just to the “surrounding urban area” 
but that Rushden Town Centre should be mentioned specifically. This is to ensure 
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that future residents are able to utilise and support the facilities and services of 
the Town Centre to help ensure the future health of its shops and services.  

Policy EN28 does not provide an indicative quantum of its proposed ‘mix of 
ancillary retail, business or community uses’. It is important to the health of 
Rushden Town Centre that any ‘ancillary’ uses are of such a scale to not compete 
with the town centre. We consider this should be included in the policy. 

It will be important that developer contributions from this site are used to improve 
Rushden Town Centre and this requirement should be included in the policy. 

 

EN36 Former factory site, between 71 Oakley Road and 37-51 Washbrook Road, 
Rushden (10 dwellings)  

We note that this policy refers to a mix of housing types and tenure to meet local 
needs and that it states, “consisting of predominantly small and medium sized 
properties”. Rushden Town Council has commissioned a Housing Needs 
Assessment as part of its current update of its Neighbourhood Plan and Design 
Code. We consider that the text “consisting of predominately small and medium 
sized properties” should be removed from the policy and instead it should read:  
“A mix of housing types and tenures to meet local needs, based on the local 
housing needs evidence base”.  
 
 
EN37 Rectory Business Centre, Rushden (35 dwellings)  
This is a very large area of current and historic employment for Rushden. We 
have a number of comments to make regarding this proposed allocation and 
policy:  

• This has been a central business area of the town for many years and RTC 
considers this to still be a valuable employment site that should not be so 
quickly disregarded by the Council. The Town has lost many of its light 
industrial sites over the years and this proposal represents a continuation 
of this trend.  

• In terms of the Council’s evidence to justify the release of this site for an 
alternative use, the Employment Land Review (ELR) makes a number of 
assumptions about the current businesses, but the detail is limited and 
RTC questions its validity. For example:  

o It states that the stock is dated and in some cases in poor 
condition, coming to the end of its economic life. It does not 
specify which buildings are in poor condition or even what 
percentage of the site. This is a generalisation and lacks required 
detail. 

o It states that there may be longer than average void periods if 
occupiers leave. This is an assumption – what evidence is there of 
longer than average void periods?  
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o It states that a recent search of agent websites suggests 11,098 
sqft of ‘warehouse/ production unit with integral two storey office 
available on the corner of Rectory Road and Albert Road (former 
Silver Viscount headquarters). This is no longer a ‘recent’ search 
as it was likely performed in 2018. Please can the Council 
provide an update on this position?  

o It states that without building on vital yard space there is no 
opportunity to intensify. Why does intensification need to be a 
factor in the site’s retention?  

o The estate could be redeveloped but its location would be more 
suitable to residential. Employment uses are an important part of 
the land use mix in the town which already has more than its fair 
share of housing in the town and planned at its eastern 
boundary in the form of thousands of new homes. A diverse mix 
of uses in the town is important for its long term health and RTC 
considers that this site should not be allocated purely for new 
housing. RTC’s would like more evidence to justify even a partial 
release of employment from this site and if that were to be 
confirmed then it would like to see an employment led mixed 
use scheme on the site. 

• We note that the proposed allocation boundary is different to the 
boundary in the Employment Land Review therefore the ELR assessment 
of the site appears to only cover part of the proposed allocation and not 
all of it.  

• The Employment Land Review is dated 2019 however we note that data 
within the report is dated 2018. That means that the ELR is nearly four 
years old and pre-pandemic. We question how reliable the information 
and advice is within this report and that it should be revisited and 
reassessed in light of the pandemic as vacancies and information could 
have very easily changed since 2018.  
 

 
 
Q2.  Are there any significant factors that indicate that any sites/parts of sites should 

not have been allocated? 
 

RTC Response:  
 

2. Please see our response to Question 1. 
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Q3. Are the sites viable and deliverable? Is there any risk that site conditions and 
constraints might prevent development or adversely affect viability and delivery? 

 
RTC Response:  
 

3. Please see our response to Question 1. 
 
 
 
Q4.  How were the site capacities determined? What assumptions have been made? 

Are these justified?  

RTC Response:  
 

4. NNC should answer this question. 
 

Q5.  What is the current planning status of the site?  

RTC Response:  
 

5. NNC should answer this question. 
 

Q6.  What benefits would the proposed development bring?  

RTC Response:  
 

6. Please see our response to Question 1. 
 

Q7.  What are the potential adverse impacts of developing the site and how might they 
be mitigated?  

RTC Response:  
 

7. NNC should answer this question. 

 
Q8.  Would the Modifications proposed by the Council address any shortcomings?  

RTC Response:  
 

8. NNC should answer this question. 
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Q9.  What is the expected timescale and rate of development and is it realistic?  

RTC Response:  
 

9. NNC should answer this question. 
 

Q10.  Is the boundary of the site appropriate? Is there any justification for amending the 
boundary?  

RTC Response:  
 

10. See our response to Question 1  

 
Q11.  Are the detailed policy requirements for each site, effective, justified and 

consistent with national policy? Are they needed when some of the sites already 
have planning permission?  

 
RTC Response:  
 

11. NNC should answer this question.  
 
 
 
 


